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Download Center Link of Dobot Magician

 Please download the software, development protocol and other documents from our website:
http://www.dobot.cc/downloadcenter.html

Note：

DobotStudio platforms: Windows XP (DobotStudio does not support using Blockly function and
Leapmotion function in Windows XP), win7 SP1 x32/x64, win8/win10, mac osx10.10 and mac
osx10.11, mac osx10.12.

Should you have any further questions, feel free to email us at support@dobot.cc .

http://www.dobot.cc/downloadcenter.html
mailto:support@dobot.cc
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1. FAQ about Dobotstudio Usage

1.1 Cannot connect to DobotStudio
(1) Please connect to the Dobot first!

Solution：Please make sure that the USB cable has plugged in computer and Dobot Magician, and
the driver installed successfully. If you failed to install the driver, please refer to the User Manual
to install it.

(2) Connect error!
Serial port has been occupied!

Solution：
1． Close all other programs that may occupy the serial port, and open Dobot Studio to connect

again;
2． Restart computer, and just open Dobot Studio to connect;
3． Try reloading the firmware: Setting→Firmware→Dobot Firmware;
4． If the ways above are all failed, please close Dobot Studio, and then reload the firmware

manually: Tools→Mcuisp
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Open Mcuisp.exe, find the Dobot.hex firmware in “firmware” floder, and click Start Isp to load
firmware:
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After finishing loading firmware, wait a moment, and the buzz will ring if loading firmware
successfully. Dobot will be connected properly. If it fails to load firmware, the serial parts of
mainboard must be malfunction, please contact support@dobot.cc .

1.2 Blockly Errors
Some Windows computers will pop up the error below when open Blockly module:
"DobotStudio.exe has stopped working"

Solution:
Please download BlocklyPatch.zip, and then unzip the all files into the root directory of
DobotStudio folder, restart Dobot Studio.
Dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/jvz2yq9mtubjhxt/BlocklyPatch.zip?dl=0
Baiduyun: http://pan.baidu.com/s/1bHq8yU Password: q30e

mailto:support@dobot.cc
https://www.dropbox.com/s/jvz2yq9mtubjhxt/BlocklyPatch.zip?dl=0
http://pan.baidu.com/s/1bHq8yU
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1.3 Leap.dll Errors
If it pops up the error below when you open the DobotStudio:
"Could not find leap.dll on your computer".
Please download Leap.dll.zip, and then unzip the all files into the root directory of DobotStudio
folder, restart Dobot Studio.
Dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/4jpu0j2arxxkxvq/lEAP%20dll.rar?dl=0
Baiduyun: http://pan.baidu.com/s/1qYtsMDI Password: 0vaf

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4jpu0j2arxxkxvq/lEAP%20dll.rar?dl=0
http://pan.baidu.com/s/1qYtsMDI
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2. FAQ about Dobot Magician

2.1 Attentions when use bluetooth/wifi/stick controller etc.
Please turn off the Dobot completely first before plugging or unplugging external modules,
such as Bluetooth, WIFI, Stick controller, Infrared sensor, Color sensor etc...Not powering down
the Dobot before doing so may damage or break your Dobot! Note that only once the status light
completely turns off, the Dobot has powered down.

The correct operational order is shown below:

 Plug the Bluetooth module, Wifi module, Joystick, Infrared sensor, Color sensor first.

 Power on the Dobot.

 You will hear short beeping sounds (bluetooth: 3 sounds, wifi: 2 sounds, USB-Host: 4
sounds). This is normal! It means that the module has finished initializing.

 Please refer to the User Manual from our website to control the Dobot Magician.

If it can not connect properly, please make sure:
 Whether the indicated LED of module lights up properly or not. The module would be

abnormal if the LED can not light up, you need to change another module to test.
 If the indicated LED of module lights up properly, please confirm if there are other Bluetooth

interfere it.
 If the indicated LED of module lights up properly, please confirm if the computer and WIFI

module are connected to the same wifi address. Whether the password and user name are
right or not.

 If the indicated LED of module lights up properly, please confirm if you can turn on the Joy
Stick sucessfully or not.

 If all above are failed, please change another module or Dobot to test.

2.2 Abnormal indicated LED
If the indicated LED is red when you turn on the Dobot:

Please make sure:
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 Whether the Dobot arms are at their limited position or not.
 Reloading the FPGA firmware and MCU firmware to see if the problem is caused by

software.
 Turn off Dobot, and then disassemble the covers of forearm and rear arm to check the

connection between control board and the wires.
 Turn off Dobot, and then disassemble the cover of base to replace the mainboard to see if the

mainboard is malfunction.
 Turn off Dobot, replace the forearm board and rear arm board separately to see if the forearm

board or rear arm board is malfunction.

Note:
The indicated LED shows red when you use 3D printed, it mean the temperature of hot end is
abnormal, please make sure:
 Press Reset button behind of the base, and then reconnect Repetier Host to see if it can solve

the problem;
 Whether the connection of thermistor is loose, or the thermistor is in short circuit or broken

circuit;

2.3 Unlocked forearm, unlocked rear arm or unlocked Jonit1
2.3.1 Turn on Dobot normally, if the joints are unlocked, and the Unlock key is effective, please
make sure:

 If the indicated LED doesn’t light up, please load FPGA firmware and MCU firmware to see
if the problem is caused by firmware;

 If the indicated LED shows green, please make sure whether the connection of forearm, rear
arm or joint1 is loose or not;

 If the indicated LED lights up, and some of motors are unlocked, the driver module of joint
may be malfunction, please replace the mainboard to check the problem;

 If the motors of forearm, rear arm and joint1 are all unlocked, and the indicated LED shows
orange, please make sure whether the connection of 12V power adapter is loose; If the
connection is OK, and loading firmware is unuseful, please replace the mainboard to check
the problem.

2.3.2 Turn on Dobot normally, if one of the joints is unlocked, and the Unlocked is unuseful,
please make sure:

 If the indicated LED doesn’t light up, please load FPGA firmware and MCU firmware to see
if the problem is caused by firmware;

 If the indicated LED shows green, please make sure whether the connection of forearm, rear
arm or joint1 is loose or not;

 If the connections are OK, the driver module of mainboard may be malfunction, please
replace the mainboard to check the problem;
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2.4 Cannot return to home position properlly
Turn on Dobot normally, click Home button at the top right corner of Dobot Studio. Under normal
conditions, the Dobot arms will turn to the left end, and then return to the home position, the angle
between forearm and rear arm is about 45°. If it has the abnormal conditions below:
 The joint1 turns left and never stop, please replace the mainboard to check the problem; if it

is unuseful, the read head or encoder may be malfunction;
 The forearm hits the base when the Dobot return to home position, please control the joint1,

joint2 and joint3 by Dobot Studio:
1. You can control the J1, J2 and J3 by Dobot Studio properly, please make sure if you have
changed the home position before, you can reset the home position to (250 , 0 , 0) to check
the problem;

2. You can control the J1, J2 and J3 by Dobot Studio properly, but the reading of forearm or
rear arm is abnormal, please make sure whether the connection of their board are loose;
3. You can not control the J1, J2 and J3 by Dobot Studio properly, please turn off Dobot, and
then open the cover of base to replace mainboard or wires to see if they are malfunction.

2.5 The error is big when you replay the recorded points
The position repeatability accuracy of Dobot Magician is 0.2mm, power off and then power on the
Dobot, its position accuracy is about 1mm. If the error is big when you replay the recorded points,
please refer to the steps below to improve the accuracy:
 Power on → wait about 30 seconds after the green indicator lights up, and then press Home

when the sensor is stable → save points after it returns to home position;
 Power on → wait about 30 seconds after the green indicator lights up, and then press Home

when the sensor is stable → replay the recorded points after it returns to home position.
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2.6 The laser module cannot focus
If the laser module can not burn papers at the first time, please make sure:
 Whether the connection of laser module is right;
 Whether the laser module can focus when you rotate a bit on the laser commponment, the

picture below is for your reference;
 Whether the receiving material of laser has a high reflectivity, please change a brown paper

to check the problem;
 If all above ways are failed, the laser module may be malfunction, please change another

laser module to test.

2.7 Cannot write or draw smoothly
Dobot Studio transform the imported pictures to SVG, and then write or draw according to the
SVG route. Sometimes you will find the writing process isn’t smooth, or the pen can not move,
the issue may be caused by much hot pixel, please lower the thresh hold, the picture is shown
below：
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SVG Converter
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2.8 Abnormal USB driver
Under Windows system, if there are the exceptions below after you connect Dobot to the computer
via USB cable :
A. The indicated LED shows green when the Dobot only inserted the power cable, but it changes
into orange after plug USB cable to Dobot, and the indicated LED would keep orange until you
press Reset button behind the base;
B. The indicated LED changes from green to flash red once you connect Dobot to computer via
USB cable;
All above may be caused by the abnormal USB driver, please follow the steps below to solve these
problems:
 If the OS of your computer is WIN7 x64 or higher, please disable digital certificate,

otherwise you can skip this step.
 Modify the document of driver installation

1. Find “ CH341SER.INF ” in installation directory;

2. Open “ CH341SER.INF ” with Notepad, find “ [CH341SER.NT.HW.AddReg] ”, and then
add “;” before HKR;
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3. Uninstall the driver with SETUP.EXE;

4. Then reinstall the driver
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2.9 The solution about lower suction of pump
1) Please check if the tube of pump is folded or not, or if the gripper is stuck and cannot move;
2) Normally, the suction cup can suck the object about 0~200g. Please change the end-effector to
suction cup , and try moving a small object ( such as a phone );
3) If it cannot suck the small object, maybe the pump leaks the air. Please open the pump,
and tighten the three screws below .

If all above are failed, please contact support@dobot.cc .

mailto:support@dobot.cc
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3. 3D Printing FAQ

3.1 Installation Notice
1. Please make sure the PTFE tube and filament are all the way down to the end of the hot end as
the figure down shows, or it might clog the hot end.

2. Figure for Extruder installation：
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3.2 Cannot connect to Repetier Host and control X/Y/Z axis
Please try the following steps：
(1) Confirm the Printer settings：

(2) Press Reset button and reconnect dobot；
(3) Reinstall the 3D printing firmware.

3.3 Cannot open Slic3r configuration window
Cannot open Slic3r configuration window:
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Please check if the OS of your computer is windows 32bits. If yes, please follow the steps below
to solve this issue:
1) Download the " slic3r-mswin-x86-1-1-7-stable.zip " from the link below:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/nmzv78lrwyyv873/slic3r-mswin-x86-1-1-7-stable.zip?dl=0
2) Unzip " slic3r-mswin-x86-1-1-7-stable.zip ", and then copy "Slic3r" folder;

3) Paste the " Slic3r " folder above to replace the " Slic3r " folder in the " Repetier Host " folder;

4) Now restart the 3D printer to see if you can open the configuration of Slic3r of not.

3.4 No movements after start printing
Sometimes we can heat up to 200 degrees and move Dobot with Repetier host, but the nozzle just
stay still or print intermittently when start printing the first layer, it means dobot is in Debug mode.
Please click the OK button one or two times at the lower right of the control panel and you’ll exit
the Debug mode.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/nmzv78lrwyyv873/slic3r-mswin-x86-1-1-7-stable.zip?dl=0
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exit Debug mode

3.5 Extruder cannot move
The extruder motor will not turn although we can heat up the nozzle or move X Y Z axis manually.
1） Please make sure the nozzle temperature can be up to 200 degrees cause the motor will not

move under 180 degrees.

2） If the temp is 200 degrees but still can’t turn，please try to test the motor with Dobotstudio.
Using the SetEmotor block shown below to see if the motor can turn or not. If the motor still
no movements then the motor itself might be dead or the mainboard of dobot is dead, please
replace any of them and try again.
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3.6 Temperature Error

The temperature of the nozzle shown on the main window of Repetier host should be room
temperature when not heated. If the temperature reaches 270-350 degrees then it should be a short
circuit of the thermistor, usually caused by the incorrect assemble of the wires:

short circuit of the thermistor

Solution：Disassemble the screw and pull out the thermistor, separate the two wires and check the
temperature again. If it returns to room temperature then the problem is resolved, reassemble the
thermistor with the screw and it will be done.

Similarly, if it shows 0 degree all the time please make sure you have connected Dobot to Repetier
host successfully.
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3.7 Extruder Clogging
When printing the first layer, please make sure there is a proper distance between the nozzle and
print bed, or the filament cannot flow out fluently and might clog the extruder.
If the distance is too big then the filament will not stick to the bed properly and if it’s too small
then it will clog the hot end and you can hear a “click” sound form the extruder motor. Also if the
filament is twisted or get stuck it will cause this problem too.

Solution：
1) Try to extrude filament manually
Heat up the extruder to 200 degrees and push down the lever, use your hand to push the filament
into the extruder, if the melted filament come out from the nozzle freely, then the nozzle is not
clogged.

push in the filament manually

2) Reload the filament
If there’s no filament come out form the nozzle then you need to heat up the hot end and pull out
the filament, cut off the melted part and reload again, see if it works or not.

3) Clear the nozzle
If all the methods still not working, then you need to disassemble the hot end part by part and clear
up the clogged the nozzle with a long needle or other tools.
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lear up the hot end

3.8 The printed object is inclined
If the object you printed out is inclined please switch to Dobot Firmware and using Dobot Studio
to calibrate the sensors and then try printing again.
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Shenzhen Yuejiang Technology Co., Ltd
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